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Match 1
BISAK vs DEMS - “BISAK’S FIRST WIN”
The day started with the fiery, golden sun shining
down on the court. Excited crowds filled the seats
as the determined coaches prepared their tense
and anxious teams for the first match.
As soon as the whistle blew, the teams sprang
into action, calling for the ball and defending
their opponents. BISAK swiftly moved to the ball,
and with great skill, made sharp passes to each
other. Two minutes into the game, and BISAK
had already scored 3 goals!

going to win or did DEMS have a chance?
The ball was thrown and all the players took action. BISAK grabbed the ball and attempted to
shoot. The DEMS Goal Defense struggled to
block the BISAK Goal Shooter from attacking,
but unfortunately failed and the BISAK Goal
Shooter shot and scored! BISAK triumphantly
won the first match, 6 - 2!
- Vaasuki Murali

The ball was thrown again and the Centers struggled to catch it. The BISAK Centre caught the ball
and passed it on to her teammates. As they
played Judy Al Majzob (for BISAK) sprung up and
victoriously clasped the ball; then unfortunately
crashed into a DEMS player and fell. Nonetheless, Judy got back up and continued playing for
the team again. DEMS desperately tried to get
back on terms, with exceptional passes, and nimble movements. However, BISAK stole the crowd
by scoring another goal. By now BISAK was leading with 4 - 0. Soon, with the
help of great defensive
blocks from their Goal Defense, and perplexing shooting skills from Tatiana Freitas
and Federica Annoni, BISAK
won the first half 5 - 0.
As the second half started,
DEMS were ready and energized from the mini break.
They pounced with full speed
and scored! DEMS were
catching up! This was the moment of truth. Was BISAK
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Match 2

DBGS vs DEMS - “DBGS’s Outstanding Win”
After a quick group huddle and an empowering cheer, both teams, DBGS and DEMS, were back on the
court. DBGS commenced the game with a quick goal, provoking DEMS to work harder. The ball was
passed with skill to the other end of the court by DEMS, but the tables turned suddenly as DBGS intercepted, taking the ball. DBGS made a hearty shot which was instantly blocked by DEMS Goal Defence,
who then quickly snatched the ball to gain control. Manoeuvring the ball to the other end of the court,
DEMS hold their breath for the shot… but the ball sadly misses the goal ring.
The game was fast-paced and both teams were quick to react to errors from the opposing team.
DEMS quickly intercepted DBGS’s play again and caused the ball to fly swiftly to the other end of the
court, where DEMS took it and took the shot… sadly missing the goal by inches. Once again, DBGS
had fouled and DEMS seized the ball only to have their play stopped promptly. The whistle signalled
the end of the first half, leaving DBGS satisfied with the score of 9 - 0.
The second half began with Vika Rundell (DEMS Goal Attack) swiftly catching the ball mid-throw and
passing to Hubabah Saeed (Goal Shooter). DEMS score their first goal! Could they fight their way back
into the game? The answer would appear to be a resounding, ‘No’, as the ball seemed to be trapped
in the DBGS goal for the remainder of the match, as they fired continuous shots. Although some shots
were missed, four hit the target, which gave DEMS hard competition to beat.
Soon both teams were slipping as the fast pace began to take its toll. However, DBGS kept on pushing
forward, showing their experience and ultimately increasing the number of goals scored.
Fans and supporters who had gathered during break went back to their lessons, causing an eerie silence to blanket the match. However, DBGS kept their spirits high despite the discouraging atmosphere, and the whistle ended the second half with a grand total of 20 - 1 to DBGS!
- Alishba Haris
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Match 3
DBGS vs BISAK - “Hitting the Bullseye”

Both teams were glorious in their previous battles, both had bathed in
the feeling of victory and were ready and confident for the next match.
The teams huddled, already set with successful tactics and assaults,
and were giving confident, challenging glares through the gaps of their
locked arms.
With barely any time to rest between matches, the DBGS players start
with their remaining energy and a keen attitude to win after their recent victory. The BISAK pupils and visiting spectators chanted and
cheered on the battle that was about to commence.
Tactics were clear, BISAK was playing openly, a double-edged sword
with a good balance of offensive and defensive play. DBGS had seen this and took an arrow position,
piercing through their defenses and striking the target with ease with Sophia Coke’s accurate shots.
The main competition and the point where BISAK lost their chance was the brawl between Tochi
Ukaegbu and Federica Annoni - a struggle to gain control the ball as they repeatedly tried to deny
each other possession. Attacks are walled and with an agile counter attack DBGS managed to win the
ball and hit the bullseye another three times, closing the curtains of the first half.
BISAK’s second huddle was worriedly gathered. All advice appeared to be directed to Federica. BISAK
received sharp gazes from their opposition, signaling that they won’t win.
DBGS, gleaming with victory, positioned and played on with the same tactics as in the first half. They
skillfully managed to rack up another four points. BISAK seemed to lose their calmness and control,
replacing it with revenge and anger, furiously swiping the ball to each other, keen to burn them down.
BISAK manage to squeeze in a point, yet were still overwhelmed by the
score difference. The battle was lost for the Falcons at 2 - 8, but the war
goes on.
- Yagiz Ozdal
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Match 4
BISAK vs DEMS— “BISAK on fire”
BISAK began the match seeming very confident after their
previous win against DEMS in an earlier match. However, the
question that remained in everyone’s heads was whether or
not they could repeat the performance, or would their defeat
against DBGS knock their confidence?
BISAK started off the match aggressively. However hard
DEMS tried, they could not obtain possession of the ball. After missing a few shots, BISAK began to settle into the game
and score a few points. Eager to build on their lead, BISAK
kept on playing offensively and it seemed to work.
Every time DEMS gained possession of the ball, BISAK were
reluctant to let them keep it for long. BISAK continued to
show phenomenal passing, resulting in a series of goals. BISAK Goal Shooter, Malak Dabjan, delivering most of the finishing blows.
With the first half over, BISAK led the match 6 - 0. DEMS still hadn’t been able to land a single point
despite their undying effort to do so. The BISAK defense was strong.
During the second half BISAK were somehow
leading an even more uncompromising assault, dominating the playing field, scoring
point after point with no sign of stopping. Despite the 10 - 0 lead, DEMS remained in the
game, not giving up and continuing to make
good play. However, on the day, it proved to
not be enough; BISAK weren’t letting DEMS get
so much as a second with possession of the
ball.
The match concluded with a final score of 13 0. The BISAK team finished with wide smiles
on their faces. DEMS took the overwhelming
loss quite well displaying great team spirit - it
wasn’t the final match. DEMS still had many
more matches to prove themselves.
- Aymen Hamid
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Match 5
DBGS vs DEMS - “Tough
competition”
As the sun’s heat peaked DEMS and DBGS
went head to head. Both teams starting with
burning passion and competitiveness; possession of the ball switching rapidly between the
rivals. After some time and intense play, DEMS
began to tire and DBGS were able to hold on to
the ball, giving them the chance to defeat their
opponents. The Goal Attack for DBGS dominated and controlled the ball and scored two goals
under a minute apart.
DBGS’s Centre, Maysaam Ismaeel, did a great job, making impressive moves and passing with speed.
DEMS kept trying to regain possession and move the ball toward their goal net. However, despite their
apparent determination, they were for the most part unsuccessful. The chemistry between the DBGS
Goal Shooter and the Goal Attack was amazing, and they were able
score yet another fantastic goal. This time from the edge of the D –
much to the delight of the expectant crowd.
DEMS’s Goal Keeper, with the support of her team, proved strong competition, yet the chemistry between DBGS’s Goal Shooter and Goal Attack prevailed. DBGS scored another goal just before half time, bringing
the score to 8 - 0 for DBGS.
After the half time break, DEMS challenged DBGS with greater strength
and determination. They were able to intercept DBGS’s passes but they
could not score. DBGS continued to regain possession, scoring goals
and defending DEMS passes. There were amazing cheers by the crowd,
shouting for both teams. DEMS started to tire again; DBGS took the advantage and scored again. The last goal was the highlight of the match,
with swift passes back and forth between DBGS’s Goal Shooter and
Goal Attack, followed by a high toss and a clean swoosh into the goal
net. The crowd shouted wildly with fascination. DEMS persevered, trying
to make a play for the ball to the last minute, but the whistle blew and
DBGS won with a score of 11 - 0.
- Fayez Sabah
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Match 6
BISAK vs DBGS “Head-to-head”
The air was claustrophobic and stuffy as the
weather dulled from the beaming yellow sun earlier in the day. Both teams were wearied from the
last matches, but still possessed as much energy
as if this was their first. It started off steadily with
players merely jogging across the court gradually
leading to a more nerve-racking atmosphere,
with the ball zooming through the sky while competitors grappled to catch it. Tochi Ukaegbu defended the DBGS goal with significant skill while
on the opposite side of the court the Goal Shooter and Goal Attack displayed precision at the goal
ring.

BISAK also showed equally admirable teamwork - passing, with agility and speed. As the game went
on DBGS began to evolve with more potential exhibiting an impeccable performance resulting in impressive goals.
The second round saw BISAK enhance their tactics, encouraged by spectator cheers, fighting back
and scoring. All players were in the zone - neither willing to give up and the score-line tightened. Soon
the match concluded with 3 - 3. What an exciting match! Both teams truly demonstrated great determination, skill and agility.
- Maya Brown
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Knockouts
BISAK 12 -

1

DEMS

-

0

BISAK

DEMS 11 -

0

DBGS

DBGS 9

DBGS vs BISAK Knockout Match - “Pressure”
It had been an exciting but long day and both teams were tired as they prepared themselves for the
knockout round. DBGS had been winning every battle, and closest to winning the war.
The match had started with BISAK having the advantage of starting the pass, yet they were instantly
baffled as DBGS stole the ball with an offensive strategy that was faster than light. Zooming through
the BISAK players, DBGS managed to score straight away.
It was merely six seconds into the game and Sophia Coke had already proved that she was the most
accurate shooter on the court, never missing a shot. It seemed BISAK would struggle to regain control.
DBGS was using a witty tactic, constricting BISAK. They did this by quickly blocking all possible passes,
making the player with the ball panic and throw the ball into their hands. Once they had the ball, it was
‘game over’ - Sophia received the ball and it was a goal for DBGS. It was magic to watch!
DBGS unleashed this tactic through the remainder of the match perfectly, ending the game with a
huge difference that left the BISAK team shocked and disappointed at 9 - 0.
- Yagiz Ozdal
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Final
DBGS vs BISAK - “Bulldogs vs The Falcons”
It was the match which everyone was eagerly anticipating – the rivalry between these two teams
was clear from the start of the Tournament and
neither team looked ready to admit defeat.

The start of the match did not disappoint with
BISAK’s Federica Annoni scoring in the first minute - much to the delight of the crowd on the
sidelines. The glory was short-lived though as the
Bulldogs showed their fierce ferocity, quickly
gaining control resulting in a close attempt on
goal.
Almost simultaneously, BISAK regained possession swiftly sweeping down to intercept the ball;
the counter attack was rapid, with the players
showcasing precision passing for another attempt on goal. Unfortunately, the shot was not on
target, but you couldn’t deny that even for a neutral this was a nail-biting match to watch.

Before BISAK even had a chance to recover, the
Bulldogs demonstrated excellent teamwork and
resilience to fire the ball almost instantly into the
DBGS third. Another attempt on goal – and this
time they didn’t miss.
Despite the equaliser, BISAK kept their heads
high, as an obstruction from Maysaam Ismaeel,
DBGS Centre, gave BISAK an opportunity with a
free pass. However, the pace of this game was
unreal, with both teams fighting for the win but
unfortunately for The Falcons, the chance was
wasted as the ball quickly found its way back
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DBGS - U14s SAIKAC Girls Netball Tournament Champions 2018

under the Bulldogs’ control. Another attempt on
goal, but BISAK got the rebound! The crowd went
crazy, yet the danger wasn’t over and DBGS persevered to score their second goal.

close, but BISAK refused to give up. Martin
Wragg, coach of BISAK, exclaimed ‘The final was
the best game of the tournament’ - and he wasn’t
wrong. The game finished DBGS 6, BISAK 3.

You couldn’t fault the determination of either
team –BISAK’s Centre, Aisha Alkoussayer, and
Goal Attack, Federica Annoni, were working well
together, their excellent play only broken by
DBGS’s Wing Defense, Oraib Qattawi, who was
outstanding!

It was a fantastic finish to a fabulous day. At the
end of the match, the captain of DBGS gave
three cheers to BISAK which summed up the spirit of the tournament – teamwork and sportsmanship. Congratulations to well-deserved Champions!

BISAK were able to find space, aided by the
fierce defending of Judy Al Majzob, but they were
struggling to finish. This wasn’t a problem for the
bulldogs as another precise attempt on goal
meant the First Half finished 3 1 to DBGS.

FINAL SCORE

DBGS 6 - 3 BISAK

In the second half, BISAK’s spirits were up, but having played
an extra two games, fatigue
was beginning to set in. Despite
dominating most of the play,
BISAK just couldn’t consolidate
their efforts and the Bulldogs
soon took advantage of that,
remaining calm and finishing
their shots with care and accuracy. Sophia Coke was proving
unstoppable.
DBGS were gaining confidence
BISAK - U14s SAIKAC Girls Netball Tournament Runners Up 2018
as the second half drew to a
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T h a n k yo u
to all who participated in the
U14 SAIKAC Girls Netball Tournament
DBGS

BISAK

DEMS

Players

Players

Players

Tochi Ukaegbu

Leena Noureldin

Mariam Oueis

Sarah Currell

Judy Al Majzob

Kati Rawn

Oraib Qattawi

Joanne Al Majzob

Syeda Gilani

Maysaam Ismaeel

Malak Dabjan

Alizeh Kamran

Sara Abdorabo

Hala Salem

Vika Rundell

Zena Elbialy

Aymaan Saqib

Shriya Pamula

Sophia Coke

Zehra Farooqi

Hannah Fitzgerald

Amira Chouayeb

Toga Ahmed

Fatima Qassim

Simi Olukoko

Tatiana Freitas

Hubabah Saeed

Mia Cowie

Aisha Alkoussayer

Amelia Watson

Federica Annoni
Yara Elkhamry

Coaches

Coaches

Coaches

Julia Sheridan

Sina Abel

Antonette Briones

Tiffany Murray

Sara Al Zayyat

Lillian Ramirez

Yasmin Abedrabbo

BISAK NewsHub Team
Yagiz Ozdal

Maya Brown

Halimah Khan

Alishba Haris

Aymen Hamid

Eben Pretorius

Vaasuki Murali

Fayez Sabah

Ibrahim Bajwa

Ayra Sheik

Alaa Moubarak

Mr Varghese

Ms Ellis

Ms Herret

Ms Gorshechnikov

Organisers
Mr Spurling

Mr Wragg

Mr Williams

Ms Freitas
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